INSTRUCTIONS
The fault of automobile braking system is one of important reasons causing major traffic accidents of our Country. In the cases of foreign automobile recall, the defects of braking system occupy a large proportion, and this is one of important reason for automobile recall. For example, in 2014, Toyota recalled about 1.67 million cars all over the world for the braking system has potential faults. In the cases of domestic automobile recall, as far as the end of 2014, the quantity of recall cases due to defects of braking system had been about 100, occupying about 13% of total recall times.
Jin et al. (2012) analyzed the structural principle and working mode of electro-hydraulic braking system. Wang (2008) designed a set of regenerative braking system, and proposed a kind of regenerative braking control strategy based on this. Tang (2012) conducted systematic sorting and concluding to car braking system, designed some domestic car braking system as well as analyzed and appraised its braking performances. These researches were mainly implemented from the perspective of braking system design, while this thesis mainly referred to defect assessment based on defect accident states of various braking systems in the standard and in practice. This thesis is extremely needed for competent departments of automobile recall, complete set automobile enterprises and enterprises of relevant accessories of automobile braking system.
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SAFETY PERFORMANCES OF AUTOMOBILE BRAKING SYSTEM
2.1 USA FMVSS-135 Car Braking System of the USA rules requirements for service braking and corresponding auxiliary parking braking systems, with the view of ensuring safety braking performances under normal and emergency driving conditions. This Standard mainly rules technical requirements for various types of equipment of car braking system, general test conditions for vehicles, road test procedures, performance requirements, etc.
The Standard requires that each vehicle shall be provided with a service braking system acting on all wheels, and the wear of service braking shall be compensated through an automatic regulation system. All wear conditions of service braking shall be marked in any way below: (a) If it is necessary to replace lining plate, the audio alarm or light alarm device is used to warn the driver in the driving seat, or (b) a way that the wear degree of braking lining plate can be inspected visually from exterior or lower side of vehicle only utilizing routine tools or equipment accompanying the vehicle. Each vehicle shall be provided with one or multiple visual warning indications of braking system within the visible sight in front of the driver. In addition, with regard to vehicles which are not provided with shunt type service braking system, it is required to provide an audio alarm device started up under conditions specified in the standard.
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ABSTRACT: The braking system is a core part of automobile, and the quality of braking system will directly influence the braking performances. This thesis summarized defect accident states of power assisting device, electronic control device, sensor, hydraulic parts and mechanical parts in detail through analyzing requirements for safety performances of automobile braking system in China and the USA and combining various fault cases of braking system. Performance and Test Methods (GB 12676-1999) increases requirements for structural functions and performance indexes of automobile braking system, and formulates test methods of braking performances. Both of them had been revised in 2012 and 2014.
The Standard rules that: the braking device must guarantee that the vehicle is able to meet standard requirements under normal using conditions no matter the vehicle suffers from what kind of vibration; the braking device must have anticorrosion and anti-ageing capabilities in the normal using environment; the braking lining plate shall have no asbestos, and the functions of braking device include:
(1) service braking: no matter how is the vehicle speed or load and no matter the vehicle is in the uphill or downhill status, the service braking system must be able to control driving of vehicle, and be able to make the vehicle stop safely, rapidly and effectively; the service braking shall be under control; and it is required to guarantee that the driver is able to realize braking in the seat without making his/her hands leave the steering wheel.
(2) Emergency braking: the emergency braking must make the vehicle stop within a certain appropriate distance when only one place of service braking fails; the emergency braking must be under control, and shall make the driver be able to realize braking in the seat with at least one hand grasping the steering wheel.
(3) Parking braking: the parking braking must be able to lock working parts through pure mechanical device, and make the vehicle stop in the uphill or downhill place, even if the driver leaves the site. The driver must be able to realize parking braking in the seat. If the driver is able to drive and make the combination vehicle obtain sufficient braking performances through pure mechanical function of parking braking system of traction vehicle, the pneumatic braking system of trailer and parking braking system of traction vehicle are allowed to act at the same time.
ANALYSIS ON DEFECT ACCIDENT STATES OF AUTOMOBILE BRAKING SYSTEM
According to technical requirements and practical cases for safety performances of automobile breaking system in China and the USA, we can combine defect accident states of various automobile braking systems to conduct analysis. According to assembly classification, the braking systems are divided into power assisting device, electronic control device and sensor, hydraulic part and mechanical part.
Analysis on defect accident states of power assisting device
According to composition of power assisting device of automobile braking, the power assisting device can be divided into braking pedal mechanism and power assisting mechanism.
(1) Defect accident states of braking pedal mainly include: deformation of braking pedal causes motion interference with plastic flooring and results in poor automobile braking; fracture of braking pedal causes failure of braking force input and results in braking failure; crack of braking pedal causes fracture of pedal and results in braking failure, etc.
(2) Defect accident states of connection rod mechanism of braking pedal mainly include: deformation of connecting rod of braking pedal causes occurrence of motion interference; fracture of reset spring of braking pedal causes failure of braking relief; fracture of positioning pin of braking pedal causes failure of braking exertion; fracture of push rod shaft sleeve of braking pedal causes failure of exertion of braking force, etc.
(3) Defect accident states of push rod of power assisting device mainly include: deformation of push rod of power assisting device causes insufficient braking force; fracture of push rod of power assisting device causes failure of providing braking force; fracture of connection pin of push rod causes failure of braking force exertion, etc.
(4) Defect accident states of vacuum pump mainly include: burnout of pump motor causes failure of power assisting system; failure of pump working causes failure of power assisting device; wear of pump rotor causes insufficient braking force; unstable working of pump causes insufficient braking power assisting; damage of check valve of power assisting device causes failure of vacuum power assisting; poor pump sealing performance causes failure of power assisting system, etc.
(5) Defect accident states of vacuum power assisting device mainly include: damage of shell of power assisting device causes failure of power assisting system; crack of shell of power assisting device causes insufficient vacuum power assisting; damage of membrane of power assisting device causes failure of vacuum power assisting; fracture of reset spring of membrane; ageing of reaction disk of rubber causes failure of power assisting system; blocking of control valve causes failure of power assisting system; failure of one-way valve causes failure of power assisting system, etc.
(6) Defect accident states of hose of vacuum power assisting device mainly include: damage of hose of power assisting device causes failure of power assisting system; crack of hose of power assisting device causes damage; ageing of hose of power assisting device causes vacuum leakage, etc.
Analysis on defect accident stages of electronic control device and sensor
According to composition of electronic control device and classification of sensor, there are vehicle indication device, electronic control device and sensor.
(1) Defect accident states of braking pedal switch mainly include: normally open, normally on of braking lamp; normally off, normally off of braking lamp; poor contact, abnormal status of braking lamp, etc.
(2) Defect accident stages of instrument board indicator mainly include: abnormality of parking braking indicator causes forgetting of pulling of hand brake during the parking or driving with hand brake; abnormal status of ABS lamp causes that the driver cannot judge whether ABS fails; abnormal status of braking disk indicator causes that the friction status of brake disk cannot be prompted, etc.
(3) Defect accident states of electronic control unit (ECU) mainly include: failure of ECU integrated circuit module causes failure of electric control braking system; short-circuit of ECU digital power source circuit causes failure of electric control braking system; short-circuit of A/D module power source circuit of ECU causes failure of electric control braking system; short-circuit of I/O interface power source circuit of ECU causes failure of electric control braking system; error of ECU internal control strategy software causes maloperation of braking system; loosening if ECU connector causes circuit fault and results in failure of electric braking system; signal output is high constantly, which causes mal-operation of braking system, etc.
(4) Defect accident states of electromagnetic coil mainly include: open-circuit of electromagnetic coil causes that the HCU electromagnetic switch cannot be controlled; short-circuit of electromagnetic valve coil causes heating of coil, which may result in spontaneous combustion; unmatched parameters of electromagnetic coil causes unstable control of electromagnetic valve, etc.
(5) Defect accident stages of vehicle body combined sensor mainly include: constant high signal output causes abnormal control of electric control braking system; open-circuit or no-output of sensor causes failure of electric control braking system; unstable output of sensor causes abnormal control of electric control braking system; shortcircuit of sensor causes failure of electric control system, etc.
(6) Defect accident states of wheel speed sensor mainly include: constant high output of wheel speed sensor causes abnormal control of electric control braking; unstable output of wheel speed sensor causes failure of electric control braking system; nooutput of wheel speed sensor causes failure of control of electric control braking system; shortcircuit of wheel speed sensor causes failure of electric control braking system; open-circuit o wheel speed sensor causes failure of electric control braking system, etc.
(7) Defect accident states of pressure sensor of main cylinder mainly include: constant high output of pressure sensor of main cylinder causes abnormal electric control braking system; short-circuit of pressure sensor of main cylinder causes failure of electric control braking system; open-circuit of pressure sensor of main cylinder causes abnormal status of electric control braking system; no-output of pressure sensor of main cylinder causes failure of electric control braking system; unstable output of pressure sensor of main cylinder causes abnormal status of electric control braking system, etc.
(8) Defect accident states of sensor of steering wheel mainly include: constant high output of sensor of steering wheel causes abnormal status of electric control braking system; short-circuit of sensor of steering wheel causes failure of electric control braking system; open-circuit of sensor of steering wheel causes abnormal status of electric control braking system; no-output of sensor of steering wheel causes failure of electric control braking system; unstable output of sensor of steering wheel causes abnormal status of electric control braking system, etc.
Analysis on defect accident states of hydraulic part
The hydraulic part is divided into braking main cylinder part, hydraulic control unit and braking wheel cylinder part.
(1) Defect accident states of liquid storage tank of main cylinder mainly include: failure of liquid level alarm switch causes insufficient braking liquid and results in failure of braking; leakage of liquid storage tank causes insufficient braking liquid and results in failure of braking; negative pressure generated in the liquid storage tank causes few braking liquid entering main cylinder and results in reduction of braking effect, etc.
(2) Defect accident states of braking main cylinder mainly include: poor sealing of braking main cylinder causes insufficient braking pressure and results in reduction of braking effect; failure of reset of main cylinder piston causes failure of establishment of braking pressure; loosening of air bleed screw causes failure of establishment of main cylinder's braking pressure, etc.
(3) Defect accident states of HCU entrance hard tube mainly include: poor sealing of pipeline joint causes reduction of braking performances; leakage of pipeline results in insufficient braking pressure; crack of pipeline causes leakage of braking pipeline; deformation of pipeline causes fluctuation of braking pressure.
(4) Defect accident states of HCU plunger pump mainly include: abnormal wear of plunger pump causes relatively large pressure fluctuation and results in noise increasing; failure of motor rotating causes that the pump cannot complete control command and results in failure of electric control braking system; the rotation blocking of motor causes long-time large current and generates heat and makes ECU overheat, etc.
(5) Defect accident states of HCU valve body and channel mainly include: the valve body cannot open or be seated completely, which causes reduction of performances of electric control braking system; failure of one-way valve causes that the pressure of braking liquid cannot be maintained, and results in failure of electric control braking system; improper selection of accumulator parameters causes that the braking pressure regulation command cannot be matched, and results in reduction of performances of electric control braking system, etc.
(6) Defect accident states of braking hard tube at the entrance of wheel cylinder mainly include: poor pipeline joint causes leakage of braking liquid, and results in slight reduction of wheel cylinder pressure and reduction of braking performances; damage of pipeline causes leakage of breaking liquid, and results in large amplitude reduction of wheel cylinder's braking force, reduction of automobile breaking effect and braking direction stability and yawing of vehicle body; deformation of braking pipeline causes fluctuation of braking pressure and slight reduction of braking performances, etc.
(7) Defect accident states of braking hose at the entrance of wheel cylinder mainly include: leakage of poor pipeline joint causes slight reduction of pressure and results in reduction of braking performances; damage of pipeline causes leakage of braking liquid, and results in large amplitude reduction of wheel cylinder's braking force, as well as reduction of automobile's braking effect, braking direction stability, and yawing of vehicle body; deformation of braking pipeline causes fluctuation of braking pressure, and results in slight reduction of braking performance, etc.
(8) Defect accident states of braking wheel cylinder mainly include: poor sealing of braking wheel cylinder causes reduction of wheel cylinder's braking pressure, and results in lengthening of braking distance; loosening of air bleed screw causes leakage of braking liquid and causes large amplitude reduction of braking pressure, thus influencing vehicle safety; damage of piston components of wheel cylinder causes reduction of braking pressure, etc.
Analysis on defect accident states of mechanical part
Mechanical part of braking system is divided into parking braking mechanism, drum type braking device and disk type braking device.
(1) Defect accident states of parking braking pull rod mainly include: internal rusting of parking pull rod causes that the parking braking cannot be exerted or relived easily; damage of ratchet wheel of pull rod or fracture of pull rod causes that the parking braking cannot be exerted or relived easily; fracture of spring of pull rod causes that the parking braking cannot be exerted or relived easily, etc.
(2) Defect accident states of parking braking zipper mainly include: fracture of zipper balance mechanism causes that the zipper of parking braking cannot be kept, thus losing the parking braking capability; fracture of parking braking zipper causes that the parking braking zipper cannot be kept, thus losing parking capability; the zipper rusting causes reduction of strength till fracture, thus losing parking capability, etc.
(3) Defect accident states of parking braking device mainly include: fracture of compression spring causes failure of exertion or relief of parking braking; severe wear of roller causes that the parking braking force cannot be exerted completely; fracture of rocker causes failure of exertion or relief of parking braking, thus losing parking capability; fracture of reset spring causes failure of parking braking relief, thus losing parking braking capability, etc.
(4) Defect accident states of braking shoe mainly include: abnormal friction of friction plate causes slight reduction of braking force; increasing of braking noise causes reduction of smoothness; abnormal wear of friction plate causes large amplitude reduction of braking force and reduction of braking performances; fracture of support pin of braking shoe causes failure of exertion of braking force and results in failure of braking performances; fracture of reset spring causes failure of relief of braking force and results in that the automobile drives with brake, etc.
(5) Defect accident states of braking drum mainly include: poor water permeability causes that the water cannot be drained rapidly after it is immersed in water, and results in obvious reduction of braking effect, thus influencing driving safety of automobile; poor heat dissipation causes poor ventilation after continuous braking, thus causing obvious reduction of braking effect, etc.
(6) Defect accident states of braking caliper mainly include: fracture of caliper shell causes that the wheel cylinder has no acting point and results in failure of braking performances; crack of caliper shell causes increasing of crack after being stressed and results in shell fracture, and then the wheel cylinder piston has no acting force and breaking performances fail; the braking block keeps fracture of spring, the braking block cannot be fixed, and the braking generates high frequency noise, thus causing slight reduction of braking performances and reduction of smoothness; loosening of mounting screw of caliper causes shifting of relative position of caliper, and shifting of braking block and braking disk, thus causing slight reduction of braking performance and reduction of smoothness, etc.
(7) Defect accident states of braking disk mainly include: poor water permeability causes that the water cannot be drained rapidly after it is immersed in water, and results in obvious reduction of braking effect, thus influencing driving safety of automobile; poor heat dissipation causes poor ventilation after continuous braking, thus causing obvious reduction of braking effect, etc.
